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Rising Stars! Introductions
• Affiliate (CA State) DI Director: Dick Pinney
• Affiliate Challenge Master:
Peter Shepherd
• Regional Challenge Masters: (to be verified)
• Best of Bay:
Dipali Gohil
• Central Coast:
Michelle Berlin
• LA DI Land:
Beverly Webb
• ONE:
Cathy Sales
• San Joaquin Valley: Rose Freeman, Cheri Adams
• Silicon Valley:
Peter Shepherd, Daksha Amin
• Waves to Dunes: April Sayegh, Niki Gasperoni
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This Session
• Team Managers and School Coordinators only
• Your voice will be muted by the administrator
• You can ask questions, answer questions, or
comment on anything ... let’s have a discussion
• Use the question window at any time
• “Raise your hand” to speak
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Mission Statement
The mission of California Destination Imagination
is to empower California students to be curious
learners, courageous innovators, and
inspirational leaders.
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DI Early Learning - Rising Stars
• The Beginning of the Destination Imagination Journey!
• Teamwork + Imagination
• Working Together for 1-2 Months leading up to:
~ 8 minute Team Challenge Performance
~ 9 minute Instant Challenge
• Rising Star Team:
– 6-9 team members 4-7 Year Olds
• Guiding the Rising Star Team:
– 1 or 2 team managers
• Supporting the Rising Star Team:
– Parents, Brothers, Sisters, Grandparents, Friends…
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What Is The Team Challenge?
• Teams work on a solution
to one of 7 published
challenges
• Open-ended, STEAM
• Involve technical,
structural, and theatrical
elements
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What Is The Team Challenge?
• RS Teams generally
spend 1-2 months
working on the solution
• Each RS team presents
their solution at the
Regional Tournament
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Competitive
Team Challenges

2018-2019 Challenges
for Rising Stars

Rising Stars
Non-Competitive
Instant Challenge

Rising Stars
Non-Competitive
Team Challenge

Or Rising Stars can do one of the
Competitive Team Challenges
NON-COMPETITIVELY
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What Is The Instant Challenge?
• A surprise challenge solved
at the Regional Tournament
• Teams generally have
6 to 9 minutes to solve it
• May be task and/or
performance based
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RS Instant Challenge
• Is age appropriate, fun,
non-competitive, not scored
• Is “secret” for a day
• Have your RS Team
Practice Instant Challenges
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The 3 Most Important Aspects
of
Rising Stars
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#1 Only 1 Rule: Safety First!
#2 Non-Competitive
#3 Let The Kids Do It Themselves!
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If you embrace these 3 aspects
*Everyone*
will have fun and learn by doing DI!
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Let Them Do It Themselves
• The Easiest Thing for the Kids to Do!
• Very Hard for a Team Manager
• Even harder for parents :-)

• Requires patience and…
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They can do it themselves!

Script

Song/Dance

Costumes

Set/Setup

Your Role As Team Manager
Guide Rising Stars and Keep Them Safe
• Teach creative thinking
– Providing an environment for exploration with activities that let kids learn by doing
• Encourage independence
– Let the kids make decisions
– Let the kids learn from their mistakes
– Let the kids DO IT THEMSELVES as much as possible
• Focus on the process
– All about the kids learning
– Help kids before getting too frustrated, HELP WHEN SAFETY REQUIRES IT
• Remember your role
– Leading idea-generating sessions, practice and evaluation sessions
– Bring out ideas from all team members, even quiet ones - INCLUSION
– Teaching skills to help the kids DO IT THEMSELVES
– TM role is NOT to design, build, or judge, but to encourage, and ask questions
• Teach time management
– To Do Lists, Calendar
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D E S T I N AT I O N I M A G I N AT I O N P R E S E N T S

POP
Up

20 1 8 - 20 1 9 E A R LY L E A R N I N G

RISING STARS
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TEAM CHALLENGE OVERVIEW

E

Books can take us on amazing adventures!
What kinds of books do you like to read? Do you like fictional stories with make-believe characters and places?
Or do you like stories about real people and real events? In this Challenge, your team will explore both fiction
and nonfiction stories. What will happen when you combine them? Present a play that tells your brand new
story. Bring your story to life with a pop-up book. Create a technical device to use in your play, and practice
your improv skills as you include a surprise item!

TIME LIMIT
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How long can you present?
Plan to make your Presentation about 8 minutes long.
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WHAT SHOULD WE INCLUDE IN OUR PLAY?

Story
Create and present a new story that combines parts of fiction and nonfiction stories you have
read. Your play should have a clear beginning, middle, and end.

Characters
All team members should be included in the play. Your team may choose to include any fictional
and/or nonfictional characters that you would like.

Costumes
Every team member should wear a costume that shows something about their character in
the play.

Pop-Up Book
Create a life-size pop-up book that shows your setting and helps to tell your story. Your book
should have at least two different pages. Each page should have at least one part that pops up
or moves.

Technical Device
Design and build a device that moves or does something to help tell your story. Your technical
device can be a prop, costume, piece of scenery, part of your pop-up book, or anything else in
your play.

Improv Item
Use a randomly selected improv item in your play to help tell the story. Your team can use this
item in any way you choose! In the Prep Area at the tournament or showcase, your team will
randomly choose a card. The card will list the improv item your team will use in your play. The
item will be a scarf, a cloth shopping bag, or a cardboard tube longer than 10in (25.4cm). Your
team should bring these items with you to the tournament. Your team will not know which
improv item you will need to use in your play until you choose the card in the Prep Area. Your
team should practice with each of the three improv items before the tournament or showcase.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
 Play: A performance, usually done in front of people. These people are called the audience.
 Characters: Someone or something you pretend to be in your play.
 Costumes: Anything you wear to make you look like someone or something.
 Prop: A thing or object used in your play.
 Setting: When and where the story takes place.
 Fiction: Uses imagination to tell a story. It could include imaginary characters, places, events, or other
make-believe things.
 Nonfiction: Tells a real story that actually happened. It could be about real people, places, events,
or information.
 Pop-Up Book: A book with three-dimensional or moving parts that are shown when a page is turned.
 Technical Device: A team-built item that moves or does something to help tell your story.
 Improv: Short for “improvisation.” Improv means making something up as you go.

TEAM CHOICE ELEMENTS (OPTIONAL)
What Else Can We Include in Our Play?
Team Choice Elements are fun ways to show the audience special things you can do. You might like to have
some of these be part of your play. Here are some things you might put in your play:
 A poem you have written
 An interesting prop
 Evidence of teamwork
 A song you have written
 Different costumes for your characters
 A piece of art your team created
 A dance you can perform
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appraisers

Team Choice Elements
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Performance Space
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First – Meet with Parents
• Delegate and get help:
– Co-managers
– Identify meeting location(s)
– Transportation
– Helpers
– Snacks
– Identify Tournament Appraiser
– Identify Volunteer
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Meeting with Parents
• Discuss/Establish:
– Time commitment
– Expectations
– Letting the kids do it themselves
– Meeting schedule
– A budget and collect funds

• Get Contact and Emergency Information
– Including Allergies or other Special Needs
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What To Do at First Meetings?
• Set rules for behavior
– House Rules, Safety Rules
– Team Citizenship Rules - Have the team make them

• Do Team Building Games and Activities
• Choose Team Challenge
See the Rising Stars Challenge for
team meeting ideas,
instant challenges
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RS Typical Meeting
1 hour at first, 1.5 hours later if they’re having fun
1. Warmups – One or two fun teamwork exercises
• Often teams like to do them again and again
2. Discuss, Plan, Make Decisions for Team Challenge
3. Work on Team Challenge
4. One or two Instant Challenges
• Can rotate or divide up with co-team-manager
5. Nutritious Snack – rotate snack volunteers
6. Squeeze in free play time – they’re young!
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Team Resources
•
•
•
•

Thrift Stores
Craft Stores
Hardware Stores
RAFT
– www.raft.net
• American Science and Surplus
– www.sciplus.com
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Team Managers
DI Resources
• Resource Area at www.idodi.org
• Rising Star Challenge/Guide
– Challenge related references
– Helpful hints - great, important advice
– 9 Instant Challenges
• Early Learning Instant Challenge Practice Set - 8 ICs
• Other challenges
• Roadmap
– Even more on managing a team
• Destination Imagination Resources Site
– Instant Challenge Practice Set
• Team Resource Area at www.caldi.org
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Team Managers
DI Resources - Early Learning IC Practice Set
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Team Manager Survival
Things to Know
• Know the RS Rules and the RS Challenge
• Do not feel that you must tolerate inappropriate
behavior
– Inappropriate behavior on the part of a team
member is not acceptable
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Team Manager Survival
Help and Questions
• If your Region has a Team Managers Forum, read it
• Ask for help from your Program Coordinator
whenever you need it
• Contact your Regional Director when you have
program questions
• Contact your Regional RS Challenge Master when
you have challenge/team questions
• As a last resort, contact your CA State RS
Challenge Master when you have challenge/team
questions
• pjshep@pacbell.net
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Team Manager Survival
Pull to Inflate Life Raft
• A month before the tournament, you will feel that they
will NEVER finish.
– They will, but almost always at the last minute!

• If the team doesn't complete its solution by the
tournament, please remember:
– It is the TEAM'S Challenge and the TEAM'S Solution
– NOT yours
– Come to the tournament, the team can present whatever
they have!
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The 3 Most Important Things to
Keep in Mind …
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Have Fun!
Work Together!
Wing It!

Additional Material
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RS Meetings
• What is the shape of teamwork?
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RS Meetings – Warm Up
• The Ha Ha Circle Game – The Super Red Fire Piggies (SFRP) Fav
• Everyone sits in the shape of teamwork
• Going around the circle:
– 1st child says “Ha”
– 2nd child says “Ha Ha”,
– 3rd child says “Ha Ha Ha”, and so on…
• The rule: Must do the right number of Ha Ha’s (with young kids you
can be loose with this rule)
• The twist: no one can laugh during the game!
• When the Ha Ha Circle is broken, next person starts over with 1 Ha
• Keep track of the team’s record (SRFP’s was over 100)
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Great Activities to
Kick Off Team Work
• Creative Thinking Activity:
Brainstorm, then discuss/select/combine:
– Have the team come up with a team name
– Inclusion of all team members input
results in fun, crazy names:
• Rainbow Imagination Fun Freak Superstars
• Super Red Fire Piggies
• Instant Challenge:
– Have the team come up with a team cheer
• Team-Art-Work Activity:
– Have the team create the team sign
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Instant Challenges
Basics for Rising Stars
• Build teamwork, praise teamwork
• Give your Team Instant Challenges at meetings
– More than 1 during 1st meetings
– 1 during later meetings
• a great reward for getting work done
– Skip if need to focus on team challenge (kids will boo :-)
• Extend time limit if they need it
– At least for awhile, then ask team if they want to stick to the time limit
• Choose different types and difficulties
– Ask team if they want to do a more challenging one
• Talk about them afterwards – the team’s thoughts and yours
• Repeat Instant Challenges if team wants to
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Instant Challenges
Basics for Rising Stars
• Build teamwork, praise teamwork
• Give your Team Instant Challenges at meetings
– 1st meetings - 1-2 ICs
– Later meetings - 1 IC - a great reward for getting work done
– Skip if need to focus on team challenge (kids will boo :-)
• Read the IC to the team and make sure they understand it
• Let them ask questions
• If they can read, give them a copy to read along with you
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Instant Challenges
Basics for Rising Stars
• Time limit
– Extend time limit if they need it
– At least for awhile, then ask team if they want to stick to the time limit
• Choose different types and difficulties
– Ask team if they want to do a more challenging one
• Talk about them afterwards – the team’s thoughts and yours
• Repeat Instant Challenges if team wants to
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Team Challenge
Developing the Story
• Teach Story Elements, can use warm ups, Instant Challenges
– Beginning, Middle, End + Characters, Settings, Props – Entertaining!
• Brainstorm Ideas, Then Discuss/Select Ideas
– Include all team members’ ideas
– Destination Imagination Policy: No violence
• Storyboarding: Make a Comic Book
– Draw simple, high level cartoons that show the action in panels
– 6 panels per page, or 1 panel per page
– One approach:
• Each team member tells their story to the team with their storyboards
• What did you like? No criticism.
• Combine panels from all team members into team storyboard – Inclusion
• Connect the dots or train tracks: add panels when parts of story don’t connect
• Scriptwriting
– Storyboards have characters, action, settings, props, so now they can write the script
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Team Challenge
More Teamwork Tools
• Like Covey says, Begin With the End In Mind
– Do activities, Instant Challenges that work towards their solution
• Divide and Conquer
– Split up into sub-teams: script, gadget, props/costumes, music/
choreography
– Or everyone does a bit of each
• DI Homework
– For the next meeting, …, do this 1 thing…, don’t overload
– If parents are OK with that. DI is lower priority than school.
• Team Decisions
– Great opportunities for instant Instant Challenges
– Conflict: offer to flip a coin, hard decisions often get made very
quickly when faced with chance
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Team Challenge
Time Management
• Help the Team Make To Do Lists
– What things do you need to get done?
– Highlight stuff to do that day or week, mark off when they are done and
celebrate!
• Help the Team Make a Schedule Using a Calendar
• Have the kids work backwards and mark on the calendar:
– When is the tournament?
– Do you want to do a dress rehearsal? When?
– When do you want to start practicing?
– What are the only things you need to start practicing your performance?
– What things do you need to get done?
When do you need them by?
When should you start working on them?
• Don’t fret or stress when they don’t get things done by when they think they will – it’s
a learning experience
– “a schedule is just an organized means of change”
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Team Challenge
Team Choice Elements
• Help the team figure out their Special Skills/Abilities
• Have fun putting them together
• Can be incorporated into story, or not
• Don’t encourage the kids to go overboard
• 2 Team Choice Elements at most!
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THANKS for attending!

